Alamo Ministries Tracts Distribution in the Remote areas of Ambajipeta Area.

Tracts distribution in Clothes Shop in the market. In a remote village street with vendors.

To a woman at her house. In a Boat Journey on the ferry.

To Coconut dandlers in coconut field of the Landlords. At a well to women in a remote village.

Yours least and loving fellow servant in Jesus Christ,

V. R. Raju Chinta, Pastor.
Tony Alamo Christian Ministries,
e-mail: vrrajuchinta@gmail.com
D. No 6-60. Jayanthi Colony, Ambajipeta,
E. G. District, A. P., Pin 533214, INDIA.
Distribution of new clothes, Telugu Holy Bibles, cooking vessels and some foods to the poorest five families of Fire accident in our hamlets.

Yours least and loving fellow servant in Jesus Christ,

V. R. Raju Chinta, Pastor.
Tony Alamo Christian Ministries,
e-mail: vrrajuchinta@gmail.com
D. No 6-60. Jayanthi Colony, Ambajipeta,
E. G. District, A. P., Pin 533214, INDIA.